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We show that the fluctuation field of the simple exclusion process on Z” converges to a mean zero 
generalized Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
We consider the simple exclusion process on Zd. This is a continuous time Markov 
process whose state space consists of particle configurations where there is at most 
one particle per site, (0, l}““. A particle at site x attempts to jump to one of the 
nearest neighbor sites, after an exponential waiting time of intensity one, with equal 
probability, 1/2d. If the site it wants to jump to is occupied, then the jump does 
not take place. If we denote an element of the state space by n then it is well known 
[5] that the process can be constructed with a generator L defined by 
where e is a unit lattice vector, and 
n”“(z)=71(~) if z#x,z#y, 
and 
77T,V(x) = 77(Y), v’,\‘(y) = v(x). 
If we let f(n) = T(X), the projection of 77 to site x, then it is easy to see that the 
action of L on q(x) is given by 
Lv(x)=&, F, (77(x+e)-77(x)). 
e 
(2) 
Let us assume that the process starts from an initial measure pF given by a smooth 
local equilibrium profile [5], pO(x) on Rd. This means that pLt is a product measure 
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with p’(r](x)= l)=p(&x). For 4 a test function on R”, c$ES([W~), we define the 
density field X:(4) as 
x;(4) = Ed c 4(ax)71(4 FPZf). (3) 
r+z” 
This defines a distribution valued process with path space D([O, T], S’), where a 
typical path may be denoted by X:( .). It can be shown [l] that when E + 0, X:( .) 
converges to a deterministic limit given by the functional I p( t, x)( .) dx, where p(x) 
satisfies the diffusion equation 
With an initial condition ~(0, x) = p”(x). 
We consider the fluctuations of the density field from its mean value, denoted by 
YF(.), 
Y:(d) = Ed’* c 4(=)(TI(x, amZr) - E,* (77(x, s-*t)) 
ztL” 
= s~d’2(X:(5f4 - E(XF(4))). (5) 
We prove that as E + 0, Yr( .) converges to a mean zero generalized Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process. This result was proved in the one dimensional case by Calves, 
Kipnis and Spohn [2]. The result in higher dimensions is not an immediate con- 
sequence of the one dimensional result. The symmetric simple exclusion in one 
dimension has been studied in great detail and many intricate properties of this 
process in hydrodynamical limit, including the result stated above are known [l]. 
The main tool in proving these results is the fact that the two point truncated 
correlation function V, (which will be defined later) is bounded above by CF. In 
higher dimensions V2 is expected to have singularities. For example in two 
dimensions, one expects 1 K/F’/ - Iln a/, near the origin. To obtain our result we 
only need to show that Ed ~x,,xIIz~~ ~~(~x,)~(~x~)V~(.x,,x~)~ is bounded uniformly 
in F, where C$ is a test function. We obtain this L, estimate directly without studying 
the properties of V, pointwise. If one wants to consider problems such as the one 
considered in this note, for more complicated models (such as the weakly asymmetric 
simple exclusion) it would be necessary to obtain sharp estimates of V,, n 22 
pointwise. The result obtained in this note is needed to obtain such a result for the 
weakly asymmetric simple exclusion [S]. 
Theorem. Y: converges as E + 0 to a mean zero generalized Ornstein- Uhlenbeck 
process. 
Proof. The result is proved in three steps. 
Step 1. Let P’, F E (0, 11, be the law of the process Y: with values in 
D([O, T], S’(l@)). We show that the family of measures {P’} is tight. This implies 
that there are convergent subsequences of {P’}. 
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Step 2. We show that every subsequential limit has to be supported on 
C([O, Tl, SWd)). 
Step 3. We show the uniqueness of the subsequential limits and identify it as a 
mean zero generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Steps 1 and 3 are obtained by using the Martingale characterization of the process 
and Step 2 is elementary. 
Step 1. It follows from a theorem of Mitoma [7] that to prove tightness for the 
process { YF(. )}, it is sufficient to prove tightness for the process {Y:(4)} with, 
values in D([O, T],R) for each +E s(Rd). If we denote by {Ps} the family of 
measures for the processes {Y:} on D([O, T], R) then a theorem by Holley and 
Stroock [3, 4, 6, 81 gives the following Martingale condition for tightness. Let 
F, = v{X,(4): 0~ t G s}. Then the family {Ps} is tight if (a) SUP~_,%~ Pi( Y:)‘<co, 
(b) there exist non-anticipating functions y;($, t), yz(4, t) such that for t E [0, T], 
M’(t) = Y;(4) - N’(t)=(M’(t))*- ‘y;@,s)ds, 
I 0 
are E,s martingales, and 
sup sup EP~(]rf(t)]2)<~, i=l,2. 
F OSfST 
It can be shown that M’ and N’ are Martingales if we choose 
and 
rS(4, s) = e-*tu y:(~))‘-2yI(~)Ly:(~)), 
see [l]. 
For the simple exclusion process condition (a) is equivalent to showing that [l] 
sup &?(IY;(&, r)l*) < 00. 
0SfS-T 
Moreover, 
Therefore tightness criterion is reduced to checking 
Step 2. That the subsequential limits are supported on C([O, T], s’(Rd)) follows 
from the fact that the jump process YT( 4) makes at most one jump in an infinitesimal 
time and the jump size is bounded by 2 SU~~]~(X)]E~‘~. 
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Step 3. Uniqueness and identification of the limit using Holley and Stroock’s 
Martingale characterization has been done for the one dimensional exclusion in 
[ 11. The arguments for the d-dimensional simple exclusion are identical. Therefore 
the proof of the theorem will be complete once we prove that 
sup sup &AlYX4)l’) <a 
* o- I- T 
for all 4 E S(&). 
y;( 4, t) = Ed’> c 4(sx)(L(n(x, & _‘f)) - E,*(Ln(x, Em ‘t))) 
\.-Z” 
d i 2 
e ~‘,z‘, 4(&x)$, F, ((rl(x+fe)-rl(x))-E,~(77(x+ee)-77(x))). 
C 
Resumming by parts, 
_ d/‘e~I 
[ 
&1(7(x)-4.(7(x))), F, 4(&x)-4(E(x+e)) . 
Y I? I 
Expanding 4 in a Taylor series we get 
where C(4, e) is uniformly bounded in E. Let 
Then, 
First we dispose of the diagonal terms. That is the terms corresponding to x, = x7 = x. 
In this case we obtain 
Since the term in the square brackets is bounded and rC, is integrable over [Wd we 
see that this term is bounded. If x, f x2 then we obtain 
-&*7(X,, E-2t)&s~(X2, E ‘t)l. 
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Let 
V;(x,, x2, t) = [E,~(v(x,, E-2h(~2, F-‘t)) 
- E~T(x,, E -2W,~q(x2, ~~‘t)l, 
dV; 
-= C2(E,/L(q(x,, C2t)77(x2, C’t)) 
dt 
-E,F(J%(x,, ~-2WpMx2, E-*f)) 
- -%F(T(x,, ~-2d)E,Ah)7(~2, e-‘t))), 
L(dxl, t)rl(x2, ~))=Yz$ z, (77(x1+e, f)77(x2, t) - 77(x1 > fh(X2, t))(l - &*,x,+e) 
e 
Recalling that 
J%(x, I)=$, lC, (dx+e, t)-17(x, t)), 
e 
we obtain 
dV; 
-(x1, x2, t) 
dt 
+ ( wx, 2 x2- e, f) - VZ(x,, x2, t)(l- &+,,,+,)) 
-&,,.x,+e(Ep~(rl(x,, E-‘[)) - E%(T(x~, -~t)))‘. 
We note that this can be written as 
$( 
Xl 9 x2, t) = G v;tx, 7 x2, t) 
where L’ = F = E-*L~’ and Lg’ 0 is the generator for simple exclusion with two 
particles in hd. With this observation we obtain 
P~-s(xl,xz+yl,~l, +e) 
X (E,T(x,, &-‘t) - ES7(x2, E-2t))2 
I 
ds 
+ p: G(x, , x2, O), 
where PF is the semi-group generated by Lg. If we assume that the initial measure 
k”’ is a product measure then V2(x,, x2, 0) = 0 and therefore Pr V,(x, , x2, 0) = 0. It 
can be shown that IE,q(x,, ~-~t)-E~v~(x~, E-~~)~~c,~x~-x,~E, where c, is 
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independent of E. Since it is sufficient to consider 4 with compact support, we obtain 
E,/(M(4, t)12) = B&d c I!Hx,, &)+(X*, &)I 
XI,xZ,.xl fXZ 
X 
I 
’ C P:-,(x,,.~,-,y,,y,+e)ds, 
0 leI=l.?‘,.f 
where B does not depend on E. At this point one could use Liggett’s inequality [5] 
to bound the simple exclusion probability kernel by the random walk probability 
kernel. We proceed by using the duality of simple exclusion, 
E,*(Iyf(&, t)l’) = B&d c I+(-%, E>‘&(%, &)I 
X,.q.r,fX2 
(using reversibility). 
Let sup, supXIQ(x, E)] = M. Then, 
J 
I E;~(lrC(h U’P B&“M C C P:-,(y,, Y, +e + x, ~“)lsl/(x, &>I ds.0 le(=l.Yl,e x 
But P:_,()i,,y,+e~x,Bd)=P:_,(y, -+x) + P:‘_5(~j, + e + x), where P: is the transi- 
tion kernel for a single particle executing a random walk in Ed. Therefore, 
E,s(lY;(4, t)l’) 
5 BedM 
l 
I 
C C [P:-,(y, -x)+P~-,(Y, +e+x)ll$(x; &)I ds 
0 k=I.).,,r Y 
J 
I = BsdM C C CPL(x+y,)+ P:’ \(x+y, + e)lllCl(x, EN ds 
0 (8(=,,1,,<’ I 
(using reversibility again) 
==2BMd C 
I’( e=, 0 
Since I/J(X) E S([w”), it easily follows that Em 1, 1$(x, &)I <A(+), where A(d) is 
independent of F. Thus we have shown that E,b (jry(&, t)\‘) < K7 ‘do E (0, l] and 
t E[O, T], where K is independent of E and t. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
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